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Introduction
Masochism is defined as "gratification gained from pain, deprivation, degradation as inflicted or
imposed on oneself, either resulting from one's own actions or the actions of others, especially the
tendency to seek this form of gratification." Pain Freaks may as well make that definition its motto.

Adult Review
The best thing about Pain Freaks is that it never tries to be something it isn't. This is not some Hollywood softcore site with
pretty ladies faking it, this is hardcore New York style underground smut featuring lovely subs who are in it as lifetime role
players and they're more about the transfer of power than they are about a paycheck.
  
  Featuring 54 exclusive B&D videos that explore the fine line separating pleasure from pain in the minds of these Pain
Freaks, the site never wavers from its goal... always pressing forward and pushing to feel the limits these ladies are willing to
reach - and break through!
  
  Updates also come along with 800x530 resolution images to document each stage of the action and they make excellent
scrap book materials for all kinds of collectors.
  
  One drawback of the site is that the videos are only available in .mov format. That's great if you are an Apple user, but for
most perverts a .wmv option would have been a nice addition.
  
  When you take the tour you'll get a good idea of what Pain Freaks has to offer, and when you sign-up you'll see the site has
many different join options. Take your time and read them carefully to make sure you get the access you want without
overpaying for additional things you may not need.

Porn Summary
If you love watching pornstars fake their orgasms and pretend to be tied up, go find some other poser website. Pain Freaks is
the real deal and it has developed a loyal following among the S&M underground because of it's gritty realism. This is
definitely not a site for 'everyone' and nobody ever wants it to become one.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'They get off on crying more than you get off on cumming!'
Quality: 83  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 81
Support: 83 Unique: 90    Taste: 80        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
RickSavage (85) ,PureSpanking (80) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Asexual, BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.95 Preview: 2 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 54
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